Core-Shell-Shell Multifunctional Nanoplatform for Intracellular Tumor-Related mRNAs Imaging and Near-Infrared Light Triggered Photodynamic-Photothermal Synergistic Therapy.
A multifunctional nanoplatform, which generally integrates biosensing, imaging diagnosis, and therapeutic functions into a single nanoconstruct, has great important significance for biomedicine and nanoscience. Here, we developed a core-shell-shell multifunctional polydopamine (PDA) modified upconversion nanoplatform for intracellular tumor-related mRNAs detection and near-infrared (NIR) light triggered photodynamic and photothermal synergistic therapy (PDT-PTT). The nanoplatform was constructed by loading a silica shell on the hydrophobic upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) with hydrophilic photosensitizer methylene blue (MB) entrapped in it, and then modifying PDA shells through an in situ self-polymerization process, thus yielding a core-shell-shell nanoconstruct UCNP@SiO2-MB@PDA. By taking advantages of preferential binding properties of PDA for single-stranded DNA over double-stranded DNA and the excellent quenching property of PDA, a UCNP@SiO2-MB@PDA-hairpin DNA (hpDNA) nanoprobe was developed through adsorption of fluorescently labeled hpDNA on PDA shells for sensing intracellular tumor-related mRNAs and discriminating cancer cells from normal cells. In addition, the fluorescence resonance energy transfer from the upconversion fluorescence (UCF) emission at 655 nm of the UCNPs to the photosensitizer MB molecules could be employed for PDT. Moreover, due to the strong NIR absorption and high photothermal conversion efficiency of PDA, the UCF emission at 800 nm of the UCNPs could be used for PTT. We demonstrated that the UCNP@SiO2-MB@PDA irradiated with NIR light had considerable PDT-PTT effect. These results revealed that the developed multifunctional nanoplatform provided promising applications in future oncotherapy by integrating cancer diagnosis and synergistic therapy.